
Very many thanks to the masks sewing team: Martine, Joan, Alison, Lydie, Françoise, Nathalie and to all 
who donated so generously.  Also many thanks to the team of « Masques pour Moissac » who gave us 30 
lovely masks to add to sell. So far we have sold 141 masks and the project has brought 1030€ en tout 
(dont 115€ donations par facebook. At present we have masks at the Espace des Points de Vue which 
visitors can take in return for a small donation (5€ suggested)


Greece: The overall situation is very bad in the camps on the islands and there is shocking news almost 
every day of the inhumane way the Greek coast guard prevents the refugee boats arriving on Lesvos.  
Also, to reduce the numbers on the islands families are being sent to Athens by ferry but there is no 
where for them to live when they arrive. 


Volunteer work has started again in the camps on the islands, where very luckily there has been no 
COVID-19.  We can again correspond with our contacts and respond to urgent needs. (Sadly, there has 
been some cases of the infection in some camps on the mainland).  


We bought 2000 washable masks from our suppliers in Greece and sent them to Leros Island. They 
completed the 3000 masks necessary to equip all the refugees who also received hand sanitizing liquid.

At the beginning of June we bought from the same suppliers 360 packs of santiary pads and 900 packets 
of baby wet wipes for the women in the camp on Samos, items so essential to retain a minimum of dignity 
and hygiene where a supply of running water is so scarce.


The Orange House is still giving lessons on line and we are waiting to see how we can help once the house 
is opened again for classes.


In Lauzerte: the six members of the Al Atrash family have all been amazing during this difficult time.  A 
visit to see them is always joyfull. Unfortunately they will now have to wait much longer for their 
interviews in Paris and their asylum papers. Nassim and Wassim, have been able to restart their studies at 
the college after following the lessons on internet during the lockdown. 

Several medical rendezvous had been cancelled during the lockdown are starting again, this means a lot of 
driving and we need drivers!  Their french lessons have started again with Christiane. The four boys enjoy 
swimming during the very hot weather but what they really need more than anything is to meet some 
young people of their own age (especially Mohamed Nour 20 and Hazem 19).


Fundraising events

On hold but we are hoping, and discussing possibilities!


The lockdown and risk of Covid-19 has of course meant we have not been able to do 
any concerts or other fundraising events, our last event was the curry meal at the 
beginning of March!  This has meant a sad loss of revenu for our association.  As you 
know, we don’t have a subscription rate but if instead of being able to support our 
fundraising you would like to donate, even a small sum, this is possible by any of the 
normal means, chèques, cash, bank transfer or Paypal. Thank you!
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AIDE ET ESPOIR AUX RÉFUGIÉS-HELP&HOPE
www.aider-helpandhope.org  - email aideetespoir82@gmail.com  

Facebook : AIDER-Help & Hope  (https://www.facebook.com/groups/linksofhope/)
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